
TranslateIt™    -    Development SystemTranslateIt™    -    Development System
THE NEEDTHE NEED ... Are you a developer?    Can your application cross into different languages?     ... Are you a developer?    Can your application cross into different languages?    
Why restrict it to only a single language?    Adding this CDev to your application opens up Why restrict it to only a single language?    Adding this CDev to your application opens up 
the realm of multi-lingual platforms.the realm of multi-lingual platforms.

THE PRODUCT ... TranslateIt™THE PRODUCT ... TranslateIt™ ...    TranslateIt™ operates around the translator brain which  ...    TranslateIt™ operates around the translator brain which 
is a CDev.    When TranslateIt™ Control Panel Device is implemented into your application, is a CDev.    When TranslateIt™ Control Panel Device is implemented into your application, 
users may simply select the CDev and choose the appropriate language for them.    The users may simply select the CDev and choose the appropriate language for them.    The 
next time the user launches your application, each of the menus and dialog boxes will havenext time the user launches your application, each of the menus and dialog boxes will have
been automatically converted into the language of their choice.been automatically converted into the language of their choice.

WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO?WHAT DO I HAVE TO DO? ...    Simply translate each of the Menus, & dialog boxes within  ...    Simply translate each of the Menus, & dialog boxes within 
your application.    Then "tell" TranslateIt™ which languages your application has available. your application.    Then "tell" TranslateIt™ which languages your application has available. 
That's all there is to it!That's all there is to it!

Tell Me More!Tell Me More!
If you are interested in adding TranslateIt™ to your applications, give us a call If you are interested in adding TranslateIt™ to your applications, give us a call 
and we will give you some additional information.    Licensing rates are extremely and we will give you some additional information.    Licensing rates are extremely 
reasonable!reasonable!
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